
 
Executive Summary 

The Conservancy of Southwest Florida has done extensive analysis of the nine county study area proposed for 

the Southwest Central Corridor.  Our conclusion, based on our extensive GIS analysis, is that there is no 

alignment that could be created that wouldn’t harm the environment.  We ask that you provide guiding 

principles that support and state the no build option as the only option for the Southwest Central Corridor Study 

Area.   

We believe that there may be areas for enhancement to explore through the task force process that could meet 

the goals of the MCORES bill without a toll road. While there are existing roads in highly sensitive areas, it is 

extremely important that any expansion, widening, or augmentation of these roads be approached with 

extreme caution and abundant care to cause minimal disturbance of the resources in these areas.  It is especially 

important to realize that putting more roads, or expanding existing roads in Florida Panther focus area or other 

habitat areas with large wildlife is dangerous and must be avoided.   

Expanding roads or building new roads increases the chance for vehicle collisions with wildlife and could 

encourage sprawling development that could lead to human-wildlife interactions.  New facilities could also lead 

to sprawling development that decimate existing downtowns and negatively impact farmlands of unique 

importance.  As the third largest industry in Florida, farmlands must be considered and protected. 

There is a need to plan for the future, however, that future must include innovative ideas and new ways of 

people and goods between hubs.  That would include multi-modal and mass transit opportunities that move 

away from fossil fuels and move toward sustainability and resilience.  A new toll road is not innovative.  A new 

toll road is not based in sustainability or resilience and should not be considered as a solution to an unproven 

and undocumented need.   

We strongly recommend that guiding principles created by the Southwest Central Corridor Task Force protect 

and improve natural resources while underscoring innovation and resilience.  Part of this is recommending a no 

build option and carefully identifying areas to enhance transportation facilities without negative impacts on our 

land, water, and air. 

It is imperative that given our new reality with and after COVID19 that our tax money is utilized effectively and 

that the real problems – lack of broadband in rural areas, the ability to safely shelter in place, increased 

economic diversity, and improved public health options – are dealt with directly rather than considered a 

wishful by product of an unneeded toll road grounded in greed and leading to financial and environmental ruin. 
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Introduction 

The information and maps contained in this report specifically examine the Southwest-Central Connector study 

area – the Polk County to Collier County alignment.  Understanding your mandate as task force members is to 

provide guiding principles for future action, this information is provided to help you weigh opportunities, 

recognize consequences, and make educated recommendations. 

While we understand many of you are tasked with dealing with the COVID19 pandemic, and all of you have been 

impacted by this pandemic, in light of the webinar assigning homework on April 28, 2020, we are providing this 

information to you now.  We encourage you to use this information and these maps as guides to help you 

recommendations for avoidance. 

We also remind you that the organization running the task force meetings is Florida Department of 

Transportation.  When you are making recommendations, we ask that you keep in mind the actual mission of 

FDOT.  There is a difference between a road and broadband.  There is a difference between a road and hurricane 

shelters.  FDOT is not the appropriate agency to dealing with or directing the expansion of broadband or building 

hurricane shelters.  For this reason alone, it is important that your guiding principles clearly recognize this and 

only charge FDOT with what FDOT can do: build roads and other means of transportation.   

We strongly recommend ensuring that the “guiding principles” recognize the actual capabilities and limitations 

of FDOT.  There is serious mission creep by suggesting that a toll road or FDOT will guarantee broadband or 

safety during a hurricane or economic investment or improve public health.   

It is important to note that this is not the first time a new toll road in Southwest Florida has been considered.  In 

2007, Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise conducted a Preliminary Planning and Feasibility Analysis for a toll-funded 

new highway corridor, called the Heartland Parkway, which would have connected eastern Lee County with Polk 

County.  The Analysis determined that environmental issues associated with this project “would be on a much 

grander scale than ever encountered in any previous Florida project”.1  The financial evaluation of the project 

concluded that it “would not be feasible as a Turnpike project” because “costs required to implement the 

corridor would not be sufficiently covered by the predicted toll revenue earnings.”2  To be clear, the project 

revenue shortfall for the full length of the corridor was more than 83%.3 

This current proposed toll way differs from the Heartland Parkway in one major aspect: it would be an even 

longer road.  In 2007, the Heartland Parkway was proposed to end in Lee County at State Road 82.  The current 

project includes Collier County, which means that the “grand scale” of environmental issues dramatically 

increases as Collier County includes a significant amount of primary panther habitat and adult panther breeding 

habitat.  This means that the environmental impacts of the 2019 proposed toll road are even more significant 

than those proposed in 2007, particularly in regards to panther habitat. 

                                                             
1 Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise, Preliminary Planning and Feasibility Analysis for Heartland Parkway, May 2007, p. 2 
2 Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise, Preliminary Planning and Feasibility Analysis for Heartland Parkway, May 2007, p. 2 
3 Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise, Preliminary Planning and Feasibility Analysis for Heartland Parkway, May 2007, p. 20 
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While the panther is not the only listed species that would be impacted by this proposed tollway, the panther is 

an umbrella species, which means that protecting panthers and panther habitat will help other listed and non-

listed species as well.  The Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge notes that at least 126 bird species, 46 

species of reptiles and amphibians, and 22 species of fish are found on the Refuge and that “by protecting 

habitat for the Florida panther, we protect habitat for the entire ecosystem.”4 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Analysis and Maps 

Beginning in 1991, several agencies and groups developed GIS data for Florida that identify significant natural 

resources.5  These data provide critical information needed to identify those natural areas that need to be 

protected in order to help conserve natural ecosystem values and functions, sustain clean air and water, and 

provide a wide array of benefits to both people and wildlife.6  This is also known as green infrastructure, which 

advances the concept of linking ecosystem function and the health of human communities.7  The Conservancy 

has reviewed and analyzed these data sources as part of our review of the Southwest-Central Connector study 

area project.   

Specifically, the Critical Lands and Waters Identification Project (CLIP) is a GIS database originally designed to 

support the efforts of the Century Commission for a Sustainable Florida, and the Florida Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Commission’s Cooperative Conservation Blueprint.8  CLIP data are relevant to regional natural 

resource assessment efforts that project trends and develop strategies to encourage development patterns that 

avoid impacts to important natural resources.9  These CLIP layers aggregate many of the environmentally 

sensitive features and wildlife corridors that must be protected.  The result illustrates the interconnectedness of 

natural systems and the importance of identifying and protecting these resources.   

While our mapping analysis utilizes several CLIP layers, the most important and illustrative to us is the Florida 

Ecological Greenways Network (FEGN) which designates individual corridors to five priority classes.  The highest 

priorities identified are areas most suitable for facilitating ecological connectivity.  The top priority corridors are 

called “Critical Linkages”.  These lands provide the largest and most functional landscapes across Florida.  (See 

Figure 1).  These lands work to provide a "system of native landscapes and ecosystems that supports native 

plant and animal species, sustains clean air, water, fisheries, and other natural resources, and maintains the 

scenic natural beauty that draws people to visit and settle in Florida," as stated Florida Greenways 

Commission.10  Such a system would connect all aspects of the state's "green infrastructure", making it more 

comprehensive for use by the state's citizens and more effective in achieving greater sustainability throughout 

the state of Florida for generations to come.11 

                                                             
4 https://www.fws.gov/southeast/pdf/brochure/florida-panther-national-wildlife-refuge.pdf 
5 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 
6 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 
7 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 
8 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 
9 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida_Ecological_Greenways_Network#cite_note-greeninfrastructure1-1 
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida_Ecological_Greenways_Network#cite_note-greeninfrastructure1-1 

https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida_Ecological_Greenways_Network#cite_note-greeninfrastructure1-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida_Ecological_Greenways_Network#cite_note-greeninfrastructure1-1
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The FEGN highest priority areas are those most suitable for facilitating functional ecological connectivity in a 

statewide network connecting major conservation lands from the Everglades in south Florida north to the 

Georgia border and west to the tip of the Florida panhandle.  While we are providing several maps in this 

document, we believe that this FEGN map is the most important.  If we improve, protect, and reconnect critical 

linkages and avoid fragmenting any lands that are part of this network, Florida will be vastly improved and a 

variety of resources will be protected.  This FEGN map should be the guiding principle for the task force.  If an 

area is covered in green, it is not appropriate for new or possibly even for expanded facilities.  If there is an 

existing facility through a green area, the task force should seek to buy and protect lands, improve connectivity, 

reconnect flow ways and provide for wildlife crossings around that facility.  

FIGURE 1 
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Florida Panther and Roads 

Florida Panther Focus Area includes primary, secondary, dispersal, and north zones. Panther habitat zones were 
developed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service's panther subteam of Multi-Species/Ecosystem Recovery 
Implementation Team (MERIT). Members of the MERIT panther recovery subteam identified lands essential to 
the long-term survival of the Florida panther. The MERIT subteam defined the Primary Zone as "all lands 
essential for the survival of the Florida panther in the wild."12 A Secondary Zone includes "lands contiguous with 
the Primary Zone, and areas which panthers may currently use, and where expansion of the Florida panther 
population is most likely to occur".13 Lastly, a Dispersal Zone was identified as an area needed for panthers to 
disperse north of the Caloosahatchee River.14  The North Areas are expansion areas north of the Caloosahatchee 
River that may be suitable and will be necessary to support a recovered panther population. 

   As the Focus Area is a discrete area, the breakdown for each area (or zone) is presented in the table below 

(See Figure 2).  If the Florida Panther is to recover and thrive, the entirety of the focus areas should be avoided.   

Panther Focus Areas 

  Total Acres Acres in Corridor % in Corridor 

Dispersal                27,882                       27,882  100% 

North Area              480,594                     480,594  100% 

Primary          2,270,626                 1,274,753  56% 

Secondary              812,111                     491,072  60% 

North Area 

- Thatcher              229,309                     185,246  81% 

Total          3,820,522                 2,459,547  64% 

Florida Panther Adult Breeding Habitat delineates areas identified as important for Florida panther breeding, 

crucial to recovery and survival of the Florida Panther.15  A total of 1,186,847 acres have been identified as 

Florida Panther Adult Breeding Habitat; 998,540 acres (84%) of this habitat is located in the Southern-Central 

Corridor (See Figure 3). 

Highways fragment wildlife habitat and collisions with vehicles are an added source of wildlife mortality.  For 

endangered large mammals like the Florida Panther, additional fragmentation of remaining habitat or additional 

sources of mortality (e.g. roadkill) could imperil their existence. A landscape approach is critical to minimize 

impediments to panther movements caused by highway improvements, changes in traffic volume, or the 

construction of new roads.  New or expanded facilities in the Panther focus areas and breeding area must be 

avoided.  These are areas where existing facilities could be enhanced to provide for greater connectivity and 

minimization of impediments to movement and vehicle collisions by appropriately sized and located 

underpasses and by raising the existing roadways. 

                                                             
12 https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6edf33864f3c4f18a3eb0fd01887c88e 
13 https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6edf33864f3c4f18a3eb0fd01887c88e 
14 https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6edf33864f3c4f18a3eb0fd01887c88e 

15 Frakes RA, Belden RC, Wood BE, James FE (2015) Landscape Analysis of Adult Florida Panther Habitat. PLoS ONE 10(7): e0133044. 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0133044 

 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6edf33864f3c4f18a3eb0fd01887c88e
https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6edf33864f3c4f18a3eb0fd01887c88e
https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=6edf33864f3c4f18a3eb0fd01887c88e
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FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
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Water Quality and Roads  

 

Water quality has been at the forefront of public discourse for the past few years.  One of the first things that 

Governor Ron DeSantis did after taking office is sign Executive Order 19-12 (EO).  The purpose of this EO is to 

recognize the importance of water and natural resources as a foundation for Florida’s economy, communities, 

and way of life.  This EO is seen as a promise that finally Floridians are going to get the holistic water policies 

needed to protect this vital resource.  The Conservancy of Southwest Florida was encouraged by this action and 

the recognition that natural resources need protection and should be improved for future generations.  We 

believe that building the Southwest Central Corridor does not meet the intent of EO 19-12. 

 

The Conservancy is providing information and maps regarding water quality in the Southwest Central Corridor 

Study Area to help aid in understanding the current water quality as well as highlight the potential negative 

impact from building a new road through these fragile watersheds.  Roads increase impervious surface area and 

runoff that can degrade and negatively impact water bodies and water quality.  The runoff also can include 

pollutants and landscaping in the right of way can include fertilizer which adds to the nutrient load.16 There are 

three maps provided for water quality impairments boundaries, including waterbodies on the verified impaired 

waters list, waterbodies with Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), and Basin Management Action Plan (BMAP) 

restoration boundaries. The fourth map provided is the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Program (CERP) 

boundaries. 

 

 The "verified list" of impaired waters is the list of Florida's waterbodies that fail to attain its designated uses 

and/or meet the minimum criteria for surface waters for parameters/pollutants as established in the Surface 

Water Quality Standards (62-302, F.A.C.), and the Impaired Water Rule (IWR, 62-303, F.A.C.). There are six 

categories of designated use classifications for waterbodies in Florida.  The most prevalent designated use is 

Class III, commonly known as “fishable swimmable” and is fully defined as “Fish Consumption; Recreation, 

Propagation and Maintenance of a Healthy, Well-Balanced Population of Fish and Wildlife”.  Other classifications 

include Class I for potable water supplies, and Class II for shellfish harvesting and propagation.17 The entire state 

of Florida is divided into five basin groups in which each waterbody in re-assessed on a rotating basis every five 

years. For assessment purposes, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has divided 

the State of Florida into water assessment polygons with a unique waterbody identification (WBID) number for 

each water segment.  

 

If a waterbody is assessed as impaired, a TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load) must be developed to determine 

the maximum amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and remain healthy. Coverage includes all the 

WBIDs (Waterbody IDs - RUN 54) that have been included on the verified list for any parameter if the WBID 

intersects with the Southwest Central Corridor Study Area. If a WBID is impaired for multiple parameters the 

coverage contains overlapping polygons for each parameter.  

 

                                                             
16 https://www.epa.gov/nps/nonpoint-source-roads-highways-and-bridges 
17 https://floridadep.gov/dear/water-quality-standards/content/surface-water-quality-standards-classes-uses-criteria 

https://www.epa.gov/nps/nonpoint-source-roads-highways-and-bridges
https://floridadep.gov/dear/water-quality-standards/content/surface-water-quality-standards-classes-uses-criteria
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A Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is a scientific determination of the maximum amount of a given pollutant 

that a surface water can absorb and still meet the water quality standards that protect human health and 

aquatic life. Water bodies that do not meet water quality standards are identified as 'impaired' for the particular 

pollutants of concern--nutrients, bacteria, mercury, etc.--and TMDLs must be developed, adopted, and 

implemented for those pollutants to reduce pollutants and restore the water body so that designated uses are 

attained. The threshold limits on pollutants in surface waters--Florida's surface water quality standards on which 

TMDLs are based--are set forth primarily in rules 62-302 and 62-303, Florida Administrative Code (FAC), and the 

associated table of water quality criteria.  

1) Dissolved Oxygen (DO) and Nutrient TMDLs include TMDLs for the following impaired parameters Dissolved 

Oxygen, Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Nutrients, and Un-ionized Ammonia. 2) Bacteria TMDLs include 

TMDLs that are Fecal Coliform impaired. 3) Other TMDLs include TMDLs for pollutants other than Dissolved 

Oxygen, Nutrients, and Bacteria, such as Iron, Lead, and Turbidity.  

  

A BMAP (Basin Management Action Plan) is a water quality restoration plan prepared pursuant to Section 

403.067(7), Florida Statutes. BMAPs are designed to reduce pollutant loadings to achieve the targets identified 

in an adopted Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) through a set of management strategies --permit limits on 

wastewater facilities, urban and agricultural best management practices, water quality restoration projects such 

as filter marshes, conservation programs, etc. BMAPs are developed in collaboration with local municipalities 

and stakeholders and rely on local input and local commitment.  Once adopted by Secretarial Order, BMAPs are 

enforceable.  

 

The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) was adopted in 2000 and is multi-billion dollar state-

federal partnership encompassing over 60 projects to restore America’s Everglades.  This map has been included 

to illustrate the scope of the restoration efforts and identify overlap between CERP project boundaries and the 

Southwest Central Corridor.  While there are existing roads in some of these areas, it is imperative that no road 

project directly or indirectly impede or otherwise impact current or future restoration activities in order for the 

goal of restoring and protecting the Everglades to be achieved.   

 

The long-term impacts of pervasive nutrient pollution and other contaminants have become fully apparent over 

the past several years as Florida has experienced environmentally and economically debilitating harmful algal 

blooms. The choices made now will have lasting ramifications for future water quality.  It is counterproductive to 

allocate time and resources to improve water quality and restore the Everglades while simultaneously pursuing 

roadways that will cost millions – if not billions – of dollars and that will counteract water quality and restoration 

progress.  It is vitally important that the guiding principles developed by the task force recognize the importance 

of improving water quality and Everglades restoration, as well as the negative consequences for Florida’s water 

quality by building a new road.   
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FIGURE 4 - TMDL created 2/20/20 
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FIGURE 5 - BMAPS created 2/20/20 
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FIGURE 6 - Impaired Waters created 2/20/20 
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FIGURE 7 - CERP Boundaries created 2/20/20 
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Significant Surface Waters is another important CLIP layer to consider.  This layer combines seven water 

resource submodels: Special Outstanding Florida Water (OFW) rivers as defined by DEP, Other OFWs (on 

conservation lands), OFW lakes and Aquatic Preserves, coastal surface waters, the Florida Keys, springs, and rare 

fish basins.  (See Figure 8). 

FIGURE 8 
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Aquifer Recharge CLIP layer considers soil hydraulic conductivity, proximity to karst features, depth to water, 

and overburden. (See Figure 9). 

FIGURE 9 
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The Biodiversity Resource Priorities CLIP layer combines the four core data layers: Strategic Habitat Conservation 

Areas, Vertebrate Potential Habitat Richness, Rare Species Habitat Conservation Priorities, and Priority Natural 

Communities.  Further discussion of these layers are found in the CLIP technical documents.18 

FIGURE 10 

 

                                                             
18 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 

https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
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We also used the following layers, provided by the Florida Natural Inventory Areas (FNAI), to identify areas to be 

avoided or enhanced through purchase or easement. 

Wetlands was a layer developed by FNAI specifically for the Florida Forever statewide environmental acquisition 

program.  In creating this layer, two related landscape indices assessing ecological integrity based on land use 

intensity and patch size of natural communities and semi-natural land uses.19  This layer has six categories.  The 

source layer is the Water Management District FLUCCS land cover. (See Figure 11). 

FIGURE 11 

 

                                                             
19 https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf 

https://www.fnai.org/pdf/CLIP_v4_technical_report.pdf
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Florida Conservation Lands – also known as the Florida Managed Areas – includes boundaries for more than 

2,500 federal, state, local, and private managed areas.  There are 1,947,850 acres of managed lands in the 

Southwest-Central Corridor (See Figure 12). 

FIGURE 12 
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Florida Forever Board of Trustees Projects maintains the boundaries of all current Florida Forever environmental 

land acquisition projects.  These lands have been proposed for acquisition because of outstanding natural 

resources, opportunity for natural resource based recreation, or historical and archeological resources.  This 

layer includes both areas that have been acquired, and areas for acquisition but does not include Florida Forever 

projects administered by other state agencies or water management districts. 

Florida Forever Acquisitions represents lands acquired through the Florida Forever Program which began in 

2001.  In the Southwest-Central Corridor, there are 177,183 acres of acquired land and 1,172,920 acres of 

project lands (See Figure 13). 

FIGURE 13 
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Prime Farmland in Florida represents areas that have been identified by the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (NRCS) as prime farmland or farmland of unique importance.  There are 1,428,851 acres identified by the 
NRCS in the Southwest-Central Corridor (See Figure 14).  

Unique farmland is land other than prime farmland that is used for the production of specific high-value food 
and fiber crops, such as citrus, tree nuts, olives, cranberries, and other fruits and vegetables. It has the special 
combination of soil quality, growing season, moisture supply, temperature, humidity, air drainage, elevation, 
and aspect needed for the soil to economically produce sustainable high yields of these crops when properly 
managed. The water supply is dependable and of adequate quality. Nearness to markets is an additional 
consideration. Unique farmland is not based on national criteria. It commonly is in areas where there is a special 
microclimate. 

FIGURE 14 
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Rural and Family Lands Protection Program 

The Rural and Family Lands Protection Program is an agricultural land preservation program designed to protect 

important agricultural lands through the acquisition of permanent agricultural land conservation easements.  

Originally created in 2001 with the passage of the Rural and Family Lands Protection Act, the program has 

successfully acquired the development rights of seven active agricultural operations, accepted the donation of 

an active silvicultural operation and the Florida Forest Service is currently in the process of acquiring easements 

over additional agricultural operations. 

The Rural and Family Lands Protection Program is much different from Florida's Preservation 2000 and Florida 

Forever programs. While those programs focus on protecting and preserving the natural environment and 

providing nature-based recreational opportunities, the Rural and Family Lands Protection Program focuses on 

maintaining the agricultural land base in Florida. The program recognizes that a thriving rural economy with a 

strong agricultural base and viable rural communities is essential to Florida's future. Easements for this program 

will work together with agricultural production to ensure sustainable agricultural practices and reasonable 

protection of our natural resources. This program will protect agricultural lands in the path of development so 

that Florida will continue to maintain a viable agricultural sector in our state's economic base, so the citizens of 

Florida can continue to enjoy rural landscapes and open space, and in so doing provide simultaneous protection 

of environmentally significant areas.20  (See Figure 15). 

 

                                                             
20 https://www.fdacs.gov/Consumer-Resources/Protect-Our-Environment/Rural-and-Family-Lands-Protection-Program 
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FIGURE 15 
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Many counties have conservation programs and own lands that would be inappropriate to host new facilities 

and may not be appropriate for expanded facilities.  Maps for Collier County (Figure 17) and Lee County (Figure 

18) show conversation lands, open space, and county owned lands for these counties are provided for review.  

The data available for Collier County is more extensive than the data available for Lee County although it is 

unlikely that either data set is complete.   Each county should provide a map like this to task force in order to 

ensure that lands bought are not being compromised by a new unnecessary toll road alignment. 

FIGURE 16 
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FIGURE 17 

 

 

Conclusion 

The Conservancy of Southwest Florida has thoroughly evaluated the goals and objectives of MCORES, and we 

have concluded that creating new toll roads is not in the best interest of the public or the environment.  Florida 

cannot solve today’s problems with the same thinking that was used to create the problem.  Building new toll 

roads is not the solution to the issues faced by Florida today.  In addition, a new roadway – tolled or not - is not 

needed to connect Polk County to Collier County, nor is there a need to enhance existing routes to create toll 

roads or lanes.   

There may be opportunities to enhance existing roadways to help plan for the future, however the future must 

look different than our current reality and approach the real problems – broadband connectivity, sheltering in 

place for hurricane safety, enhanced water and sewer – head on rather than hoping solutions for the real 

problems emerge as a byproduct from outdated and unnecessary toll roads. 


